CASE STUDY
Flight Tracking Plays Key Role
in World Speed Record
When “The Grand Adventure” shattered the existing helicopter speed record for circumnavigating the globe, the team
relied on an integrated satellite flight tracking and voice communication system developed by Latitude Technologies,
and powered by Iridium Short Burst Data service from Stratos. The solution ensured precise logistical support, safety,
and peace of mind even in inhospitable regions far beyond the range of conventional communications.
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Steve Sheik explains how SBD works.
“Although voice and flight tracking both
use Iridium, the short data bursts that
send our heading, altitude and air speed
are smaller bits than voice communications, requiring less signal strength. So
flight tracking is largely impervious to
atmospheric conditions that sometimes

“At upwards of 200 miles per
hour—especially over oceans
and inhospitable regions like
Siberia—being off by five
minutes could mean life or
death, if we had to go down.
We needed to be located in real
time, anywhere on Earth.”—Steve
Sheik, Director of Flight Operations, Rotor1US

impact voice transmission. For our flight
around the world, it worked flawlessly.”
Prior to departure, Latitude’s S200
equipment and LWS Sentinel web-based
data management system onboard the
N1US were sanctioned and sealed by
the National Aeronautic Association
(NAA),

to

authenticate

information

required to prove any new speed
records. Flight tracking data enabled
family, friends and the NAA to monitor the helicopter’s location and The
Grand Adventure’s ground team—run
by TracPlus out of Atlanta—to schedule
fuel stops and other logistics every second of the epic journey. “It’s miraculous
technology,” says Sheik. “Latitude has
a very user-friendly web site that allows
authorized users to follow the aircraft
24/7 on any kind of mapping system”—from satellite photos and street
maps to Google Earth.

“What’s unique about Latitude,” adds
Sheik, “is that they can customize alerts
for people not sitting at a computer—for
example, a text message sent to some-
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voice reports over the radio or radarbased flight tracking,” he concludes.
Powered by Iridium Short Burst Data
from Stratos, “Latitude’s system solved
all those problems very nicely.”

“For us, the [Latitude S200’s]
big selling points were that both
[voice and flight tracking] were
contained in a single unit; it was
lighter than the competition, and
very well-priced.” — Steve Sheik,
Director of Flight Operations, Rotor1US
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The Stratos
Advantage

Iridium
SBD

Iridium from Stratos features industryleading Stratos Value Adds such as:
• Stratos Dashboard for Iridium
• AmosConnect
• StratosNet

Iridium Short Burst Data (SBD) from
Stratos uses a proprietary network
protocol to transfer data messages
to and from a remote terminal.
Iridium SBD from Stratos is:

Stratos Dashboard for Iridium is free of
charge and allows customers to:
• Control and monitor usage
• Limit credit risk with credit control
functionalities
• Provision and service accounts online,
in real-time
• Export data to Excel or .txt formats

• An economical and efficient
network protocol for shorter sized data
messages that can be sent via Iridium
Circuit Switched Data Services.
• Designed to serve a range of
applications that need to send
data messages that are on average
less than 300 bytes.
• Ideally suited for vessel tracking
(aeronautical and maritime) as well
as for remote monitoring of equipment
for a wide range of industries.
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Iridium from Stratos also comes with
access to AmosConnect which is the
leading satellite messaging service
offering up to 85% data reduction of
messages sent.
Stratos customers can also choose
to use StratosNet Accelerator which
reduces standard IP access satellite
communications costs by up to 90%.

About Latitude

Latitude Technologies Corporation, based
in Victoria, British Columbia, is a leading
supplier of remote voice and data avionics and services. One of the originators of
Automated Flight Following (AFF) technology, Latitude serves customers who live on
or fly to every continent in the world, including government agencies and large aviation
businesses, as well as Mom-and-Pop operations with just one or two aircraft. Its stateof-the-art equipment is approved for use on
all types of jets, turboprops, helicopters and
commercial airliners. For more information,
visit www.latitudetech.com.

About Stratos
Stratos is the world’s trusted leader for
vital communications. With more than a
century of service, Stratos offers the most
powerful and extensive portfolio of remote
communications solutions including mobile
and fixed satellite and microwave services.
More than 20,000 customers use Stratos
products and industry-leading value-added services to optimize communications performance.
Stratos serves U.S. and international government, military, first responder, NGO, oil and gas,
industrial, maritime, aeronautical, enterprise,
and media users on seven continents and
across the world’s oceans. For more information visit www.stratosglobal.com.
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